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LITHIUM BATTERIES
NOT AS HARMLESS AS THEY SEEM

Safe solutions for active and passive storage
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LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES –  
NOT AS HARMLESS AS THEY SEEM

Lithium-ion batteries are very powerful energy storage 
solutions, and are being used more and more in tools, 
gardening equipment and vehicles – especially bicycles – 
and many other applications thanks to their compact design.

As practical and e�cient as this battery technology is, and as 
harmless as it seems to use, it does harbour safety risks that 
shouldn’t be underestimated.

In particular, lithium-ion batteries pose an increased risk of 
fire and bursting. thanks to their very high energy density, 
they can spontaneously combust or become unstable in 
certain circumstances, and can explode if heated.

Technical expertise — Lithium-ion batteries

CONCLUSION
The risk of a fire increases when lithium-ion 
batteries are left unattended to charge!
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Technical expertise — Lithium-ion batteries

For more incidents related  
to lithium-ion batteries,  
please visit:
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Technical expertise — Lithium-ion batteries

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY

With the increasing use of medium power lithium-ion batteries, the 
dangers related to storing and in particular charging these batteries 
increase in both commercial and private environments.

Property insurers, therefore, are highly interested in ensuring available 
protective equipment (such as type 90 safety storage cabinets) are used 
to minimise risks and avoid damage claims.

The recommendations of the property insurers, for example in 
Germany, for the use of safety cabinets are clear:

“We tell customers to store, 
batteries in hazardous goods 
storage cabinets.”
Underwriter for a German property insurer

“Areas with medium power batteries 
should be spatially (at least 5 m) or 
structurally separated from other areas 
with fire-resistant structures”.
Publication VdS 3103 : 2019-06 (03)
General Association of the German Insurance Industry
published by VdS Schadenverhütung GmbH

“In order to e�ectively protect against 
damages from lithium batteries, there are 
certainly conventional protective concepts 
using classical measures that have proven 
useful in manufacturing, handling and 
storing flammable materials.”
Lithium batteries – fire hazards and safety risks
Dr. Michael Buser, Dr. Jochen Mähliß

“(…) it is generally recommended to 
only allow storage and handling of 
lithium batteries only in fire-resistant 
separate areas or if an appropriate 
safety distance is ensured. Based on 
past damages, an international standard 
of 90 minutes fire resistance (…) or a 
safety distance of at least 20 meters has 
proven e�ective here”.
Lithium batteries – fire hazards and safety risks
Dr. Michael Buser, Dr. Jochen Mähliß

“The VdS data sheet o�ers 
very good instructions for 
implementation here.  
No insurer will block itself o� or 
add more requirements than the 
VdS recommends”.
German Insurance

“Lithium batteries should 
generally be treated as a 
hazardous material”.
Publication VdS 3103 : 2019-06 (03)
General Association of the German Insurance Industry
published by VdS Schadenverhütung GmbH
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Store and charge lithium-ion batteries  
in a safety storage cabinet!

Technical expertise — Safety regulations

SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR THE  
MEDIUM POWER CLASS

(according to VdS 3103:2019-06 (03) (Publication of German insurers for loss prevention))

 X Compliance with manufacturer specifications (technical 
product data sheets)

 X Protection against battery pole short circuits

 X Protection against mechanical damages

 X Do not expose to high temperatures or heat sources 
directly or for a long period of time (this includes direct 
sunlight)

 X Compliance with structural or spatial separation (at least 
2.5 m) from other flammable materials if no automatic 
extinguishing system is available

 X Immediately remove damaged or defective batteries 
from storage and production areas (interim storage until 
disposal at a safe distance or in a separate fire-protected 
area)

 X Exclusive storage of batteries with test certificate in 
accordance with UN 38.3 (prototypes only in exceptional 
cases and with risk assessment)

 X Storage in separate fire-resistant areas or in compliance 
with a safety distance (spatial separation of 5 m)

 X Avoidance of mixed storage with other products which are 
fire accelerants 

 X monitoring the storage area with a suitable fire alarm 
system wired to a constantly occupied o�ce

 X If fire extinguishing systems are present: Compliance 
with information on suitable extinguishing agents in the 
technical product data sheets

SAFETY REGULATIONS 

CONCLUSION

Pedelecs, E-bikes, E-scooters, large gardening equipment
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In normal operation, using lithium batteries is 
considered safe. However, according to the VDE 
this is true only if they are handled properly. 
If there is a technical defect or a battery is 
damaged, the situation can quickly become 
critical. The German Insurance Association 
(GDV), therefore, requires that lithium batteries 
“generally be treated like a hazardous material”.

The situation becomes especially dangerous 
when a lithium battery discharges its stored 
energy in an uncontrolled manner. Once the 
heat produced exceeds the melting point of 
the lithium, this causes an unstoppable chain 
reaction, the dreaded “thermal runaway”. The 
battery then burns up in an explosive manner. 

Such fires with lithium-ion batteries are di�cult 
to manage, and the fire spreads quickly. Often, 
all the fire department can do is protect neigh-
bouring areas.

Technical expertise — Lithium-ion batteries

 X ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD  X MECHANICAL DAMAGE  X THERMAL OVERLOAD

• During charging and discharging • In combination with the high energy 
density of the battery

• Caused by external heat or energy 
sources 

Lithium-ion batteries can cause a fire. Causes include: 

THE HAZARDS — THE THERMAL RUNAWAY

THERMAL
RUNAWAY 
unavoidable
temperature increase  
to over 600 °C

EXOTHERMIC
REACTION 

SEPARATOR
MELTS
internal
short circuitSHUT DOWN

separator
melts,
impermeable
to lithium-ions

ELECTROLYTE
BEGINS TO
VAPORIZE

MAX.
PERMITTED
TEMPERATURE

temperature
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temperature

When storing lithium-ion batteries, we can di¨erentiate between passive and active storage.

STORAGE OF LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

Technical expertise — Lithium-ion batteries

ACTIVE STORAGE

PASSIVE STORAGE

In passive storage, new or used lithium-ion batteries are stored 
over a certain time period. 

CONCLUSION
We recommend for new and used lithium-ion batteries 
to be stored separately (di¡erent storage levels) in the 
BATTERY STORE or BATTERY STORE PRO safety storage 
cabinets.

In active storage, lithium-ion batteries or battery packs are charged 
in a cabinet with a charger or partially discharged (60 - 70%). 

Heat is generated when a lithium-ion battery charges. If this heat 
output is too high, a fire may occur, for instance if the lithium 
battery, the charger or the connection cable is defective. 

Another major risk factor is the risk of thermal runaway of lithi-
um-ion batteries, for instance caused by internal short circuits. 

CONCLUSION
The risk increases when lithium-ion batteries are left un-
attended to charge outside of work hours. We recommend 
active storage in the asecos BATTERY CHARGE or BATTERY 
CHARGE PRO safety storage cabinet.

Heat is generated when a lithium-ion battery charges. If this heat 
output is too high, a fire may occur, for instance if the lithium 

 of lithi-

The risk increases when lithium-ion batteries are left un-
We recommend 

active storage in the asecos BATTERY CHARGE or BATTERY 
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Certified fire protection — The ION-LINE

SAFETY, SIGNED AND SEALED

PROTECTION FROM THE OUTSIDE  
TO THE INSIDE

PROTECTION FROM THE INSIDE  
TO THE OUTSIDE

Lithium-ion batteries stored in ION-LINE cabinets are protected against 
overheating from external fires for a period of 90 minutes. 

This prevents lithium-ion batteries stored in the cabinet from sponta-
neously combusting, becoming unstable, or exploding. 

Fire testing in compliance with the testing conditions of EN 14470-1 
certifies that the cabinets fulfil fire resistance requirements (type 90).

Safety storage cabinets with a fire resistance of at least 90 
minutes are considered a storage section.These cabinets 
thus fulfill the requirements of a separated, structurally 
fire-resistant, storage area according to the German VdS 
3103:2019-06 (03) or further similar international guidelines.

To test fire protection from inside to the outside, ION-LINE cabinets 
also underwent fire testing in accordance with EN 1363-1:2012-10.

The test results show that the cabinets achieve a fire resistance of up 
to over 90 minutes.
Cabinets in the ION-LINE, therefore, o¡er excellent protection 
against fires from the interior.

The BATTERY STORE PRO, BATTERY CHARGE and BATTERY 
CHARGE PRO models are equipped with a smoke detector incl. a 
potential-free alarm contact to the building services management. 
BATTERY STORE PRO and BATTERY CHARGE PRO cabinets are 
also equipped with a 3-stage warning / fire suppression system. That 
means perfect protection for storage and in particular for unattended 
charging.

The clever, multi-stage concept with an active upstream fire suppression 
unit in the cabinet adds extra safety:

• possibility of connection to a permanently sta¡ed 
building services

• su¦cient time for rescue personnel and fire fighters to 
carry out an evacuation or extinguish the blaze

• su¦cient time for personnel to escape

• protection for rescue responders and personnel in case 
of a fire 

A full system description is provided on the following pages 
of this brochure.
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Overview of the ION-LINE

Models from page 18Model from page 14 Models from page 16Model from page 12

BATTERY CHARGE PRO BATTERY CHARGE BATTERY STORE PRO BATTERY STORE

  STORE:

3 3 3 3

CHARGE:

3 3

FIRE PROTECTION FROM OUTSIDE (TYPE 90):

3 3 3 3

FIRE PROTECTION FROM INSIDE:

3 3 3 3

3-STAGE AUTOMATIC WARNING/FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM:

3 3

PLUG-IN DESIGN:

3 3 3

EARTHED SOCKET FOR CONNECTING CHARGERS:

3 3

INTEGRATED TECHNICAL VENTILATION:

3
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The following components are included in the 
ION-LINE cabinets

1 Electronic controller incl. potential-free alarm 
contact to building services management

2 Fire suppression unit 

3 Function indicator (green LED)

4 2-Stage warning light (red LED)

5 2-Stage acoustic alarm signal

6 Smoke detector

7 Temperature sensor

8 Plug-in design to connect to mains supply

9 High-quality outlet strip with metal housing and 
10 earthed sockets for each storage / charging 
level mounted complete and ready for operation 
inside the cabinet

10 All electrical lines to the outlet strip are centrally 
installed in a junction box via cable ducts in the 
head of the cabinet.

11 Technical ventilation (to avoid heat build-up in 
the interior)

The BATTERY STORE PRO and BATTERY CHARGE PRO models have 
not only fire-resistant, passive fire protection from the outside and inside,  
but also a high-quality 3-stage warning/fire suppression system inside  
the cabinet. 

2

3 45

67

8

1

11

10
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Overall power ION-CHARGE-90 model group
Standard: 1-phase, fuse 16 A, power max. 3.68 kW
Optional: 3-phase, fuse 3 x 16 A (each phase 16 A), 
power max. 11.04 kW for BATTERY CHARGE PRO and 2-phase, 
power max. 7.36 kW for BATTERY CHARGE

ION-LINE COMPONENTS AND FEATURES - 
CABINETS WITH SAFETY SYSTEM

Overview of the ION-LINE
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See the following pages for further information 
on the components of the model groups BATTERY STORE PRO, 
BATTERY CHARGE and BATTER CHARGE PRO.
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THE ION-LINE SAFETY CONCEPT 

Overview of the ION-LINE

With an integrated 3-stage warning/fire suppress-
ion system and smoke detector, the BATTERY 
STORE PRO, BATTERY CHARGE PRO and 
BATTERY CHARGE cabinets o¨er a high level 
of safety for storing and charging lithium-ion bat-
teries. Any fires which occur inside the cabinet 
are detected promptly, and employees can be 
evacuated immediately. The warning/fire sup-
pression system is also connected to a perma-
nently sta¨ed building services management, 
ensuring that trained rescue personnel

 X can be alarmed quickly and be on site in a 
short amount of time

 X can initiate further measures immediately 
after completing an initial assessment of the 
situation

 X can transport the cabinet out of the 
building, for instance. This prevents further 
major damage to the building, and protects 
against personal injury.

The cabinets are equipped with a transport base 
to ensure fast transportation. Cabinets are auto-
matically unplugged from mains supply during 
transportation. Once the cabinet is outside of 
the building at a safe location, rescue personnel 
can identify any further measures necessary. 

We recommend an installation at 
the ground level for the simpli-
fied and quick evacuation of the 
safety storage cabinets!

INCIDENTS SYSTEM REACTIONS SUBSEQUENT MEASURES

W
A
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N
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E If the interior temperature 
increases above 50 °C, the 
warning/fire suppression 
system triggers a warning 
message to the central control 
o�ce.

Possible causes:
• Temperature build-up due to 

battery charging processes 
• Ventilation system failure

Visual and acoustic signal output
• The warning light (red LED) is activated and per-

manently illuminated, the function indicator (green 
LED) goes out 

• Alarm triggers with slow tone interval 

The potential-free alarm switch 
• is activated, the alarm is transmitted to the building 

services management system

The warning message does not indi-
cate any direct danger. Internal qualified 
personnel can immediately inspect the 
system to take any further necessary 
measures. If the interior temperature 
decreases below 50 °C once again, the 
system returns to normal operations, 
and the visual and acoustic signals are 
turned o¨.
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Alarm level 1 is triggered 
when smoke begins to form 
in the cabinet, as soon as the 
smoke detector is activated. 

Possible causes:
• Smoke detected without 

simultaneous temperature 
increase

Visual and acoustic signal output 
• The warning light (red LED) is activated and per-

manently illuminated, the function indicator (green 
LED) goes out 

• Alarm triggers with medium tone interval 

The potential-free alarm switch 
• is activated, the alarm is transmitted to the building 

services management system 

Technicians (such as from the fire de-
partment) can immediately inspect the 
system to take any further necessary 
measures. 
If the smoke detector does not detect 
any further smoke production inside the 
cabinet, the system can be returned to 
normal operations by briefly unplugging 
it from mains voltage.

A
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Alarm level 2 is triggered 
when the smoke detector is 
already activated (alarm level 
1) and the temperature sensor 
registers an interior tempera-
ture greater than 70 °C  

Possible causes:
• Outbreak of fire

The visual and acoustic signals change to 
• warning light (red LED) switches from continuous 

illumination to flashing light 
• the alarm switches to a fast tone interval 

In the BATTERY CHARGE model, at the same time 
• the technical ventilation is also switched o¨ 
• power to the outlet strip is turned o¨ 

The aerosol fire suppression unit 
• triggers 

The overall system can then only be as-
sessed by an authorised asecos service 
technician and reset to normal operation 
if possible. At least the fire suppression 
unit and smoke detector must be ex-
changed before doing so.

 

EXPERT TIP: React quickly in case of a fire

!
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DIN EN 1363-1

 

BATTERY CHARGE PRO Charging cabinet 
ION-CHARGE-90 model IO90.195.120.K3.WDC
Body colour anthracite grey (RAL 7016) with wing doors in gentian blue 
(RAL 5010), interior equipment with 5 x perforated shelves incl. outlet 
strips (sheet steel powder-coated), 1 x bottom collecting sump (sheet steel 
powder-coated)
Order no. 37276-047-38082 6

price upon request

Model Information / equipment W x D x H (mm) Order no.
IO90.195.120.K3.WDC without interior equipment, including warning/fire suppression system 1193 x 615 x 2224 37276

Body colour Door colour Order no.
Anthracite grey RAL 7016 gentian blue RAL 5010 047

Interior equipment package  
(can only be ordered in combination with cabinet) Material Order no.

3x perforated shelves incl. outlet strips, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38080
4x perforated shelves incl. outlet strips, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38081
5x perforated shelves incl. outlet strips, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38082
6x perforated shelves incl. outlet strips, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38083

Interior equipment Order no.
Module for remote signalling Alarm transmission to a mobile of your choice available soon
Power supply cable 400 V (can only be ordered in combination with the cabinet) 3-phase, fuse 3 x 16 A (each phase 16 A), power max. 11.04 kW 38038

Safe active storage of lithium-ion batteries with integrated 3-stage 
warning and fire suppression system

Function / construction: 

• Robust construction and longevity: 
triple hinged door, safety elements 
assembled outside the storage compar-
tement for increased protection against 
corrosion, scratch- and impact-resistant 
surface, easy to clean

• Easy handling with comfort: Smooth 
doors with permanent self-closing 
function and oil-dampened door closer. 
Open doors with a minimum amount 
of force

• No unauthorised use: doors lockable 
with cylinder lock (locking system 
compatible) and locking state indicator 
(red/green)

• Easy transport: integrated transport 
base for internal transportation

• Easy alignment: adjusting aids to 
compensate for uneven floor

• Ventilation: integrated technical 
ventilation to avoid heat build-up, 
turning wheel in the exhaust grate 

as an indicator of su�cient technical 
ventilation

• Safe storage and charging: installed 
3-stage warning and fire suppression 
system including smoke detector, 
temperature sensor, visual and acoustic 
alarms and fire suppression unit; triggers 
automatically in case of a fire; plug-in 
ready for connection to mains supply.  

• All-around protection: 90 minute 
fire protection from outside to inside 
(type 90 / type tested in accordance 
with EN 14470-1) and for more than 
90 minutes fire resistance for fires from 
inside to outside  

Available equipment:
• Height-adjustable perforated shelves 

with load capacity of 75 kg
• Bottom collecting sump
• High-quality outlet strip* with metal 

housing for each storage / charging level

ION-CHARGE-90 120 cm BATTERY CHARGE PRO

Outlet strips* 
Each storage level is equipped with a high-quality outlet 
strip incl. metal housing and 10 earthed sockets. The 
outlet strips are mounted ready for operation on the rear 
wall of the cabinet.

Warning/fire suppression system
High-quality 3-stage warning/fire suppression system 
inside the cabinet triggers automatically in case of a fire.

EXPERT TIP
Fire and risk minimisation 
Lithium-ion batteries with obvious damage 
should generally not be stored inside 
buildings.
Dispose of them promptly in appropriate 
disposal containers suitable for 
transportation, outside of buildings.

!

Ready for dispatch within
Days Weeks

* Suitable outlet strips for the United Kingdom are available upon request.
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BATTERY CHARGE PRO 120 cm ION-CHARGE-90

6151193

1120

22
24

90

Perforated shelf

Smoke detector

Fire suppression unit

Outlet strip with earthed 
sockets

Bottom collecting sump

Front view Side view Selectional view

Total power
1-phase Fuse A 16

Power max. kW 3.68
3-phase Fuse A 3 x 16

Power max. kW 11.04

Technical specifications IO90.195.120.K3.WDC

External dimensions W x D x H mm 1193 x 615 x 2224
Internal dimensions W x D x H mm 1050 x 522 x 1647
Weight of empty cabinet kg 424
Maximum load kg 600
Distributed load kg/m² 531

Transport base
Entry width transport base mm 1120
Entry height transport base mm 90

The total power is only valid for Germany. It may di�er for other countries. 
The fuse protection has to be carried out on site.
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DIN EN 1363-1

 

BATTERY CHARGE Charging cabinet 
ION-CHARGE-90 model IO90.195.060.K9.WDC
Body colour anthracite grey (RAL 7016) with wing door in gentian 
blue (RAL 5010), interior equipment with 4 x perforated shelves 
incl. outlet strips (sheet steel powder-coated), 1 x bottom collecting 
sump (sheet steel powder-coated)
Order no. 38611-047-38628  6

price upon request

Model Information / equipment W x D x H (mm) Order no.
IO90.195.060.K9.WDC without interior equipment, including smoke detector and alarm contact 599 x 615 x 1953 38611  

Body colour Door colour Order no.
Anthracite grey RAL 7016 gentian blue RAL 5010 047

Interior equipment package  
(can only be ordered in combination with cabinet) Material Order no.

4x perforated shelves, 2x outlet strips, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=22.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38628

Interior equipment Order no.
Module for remote signalling Alarm transmission to a mobile of your choice available soon
Power supply cable 400 V (can only be ordered in combination with the cabinet) 2-phase, fuse 2 x 16 A (each phase 16 A), power max. 7.36 kW 38038

Safe active storage of lithium-ion batteries with integrated alarm system

Function / construction: 

• Robust construction and longevity: 
triple hinged door, safety elements 
assembled outside the storage compar-
tement for increased protection against 
corrosion, scratch- and impact-resistant 
surface, easy to clean

• Easy handling with comfort: Smooth 
door with permanent self-closing function 
and oil-dampened door closer. Open door 
with a minimum amount of force

• No unauthorised use: door lockable with 
cylinder lock (locking system compatible) 
and locking state indicator (red/green)

• Easy transport: integrated transport base 
for internal transportation

• Easy alignment: adjusting aids to 
compensate for uneven floor

• Ventilation: integrated technical venti-
lation to avoid heat build-up, turning wheel 
in the exhaust grate as an indicator of 
su�cient technical ventilation

• All-around protection: 90 minute 
fire protection from outside to inside 
(type 90 / type tested in accordance 
with EN 14470-1) and for more than 90 
minutes fire resistance for fires from inside 
to outside  

Available equipment:
• Height-adjustable perforated shelves with 

load capacity of 25 kg
• Bottom collecting sump
• High-quality outlet strip* with metal 

housing for each storage / charging level
• Optionally available with a module for 

remote signalling

ION-CHARGE-90 60 cm BATTERY CHARGE

Ready for dispatch within
Days Weeks

YOUR BENEFITS

•  Optionally available with a module for remote signalling

•  Integrated alarm system with connection to a permanently sta¨ed building 
   services management

!

Vertical outlet strips* 
enable the individual height 
adjustment of perforated shelves 
and the usage of sockets on 
every storage level (depending 
on the storage heights some 
sockets can be covered by 
shelves)

EXPERT TIP
Fire and risk minimisation 
Lithium-ion batteries with obvious damage should 
generally not be stored inside buildings.
Dispose of them promptly in appropriate disposal 
containers suitable for transportation, outside of 
buildings.

Smoke detector
with external alarm contact and connec-
tion to a permanently sta¨ed building 
services management

* Suitable outlet strips for the United Kingdom are available upon request.
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BATTERY CHARGE 60 cm ION-CHARGE-90

599

526

19
53

90
615 599

Front view Side view Selectional view

Bottom collecting sump

Smoke detector

Outlet strip with earthed 
sockets

Perforated shelf

Total power
1-phase Fuse A 16

Power max. kW 3,68
2-phase Fuse A 2 x 16

Power max. kW 7,36

Technical specifications IO90.195.060.K9.WDC

External dimensions W x D x H mm 599 x 615 x 1953
Internal dimensions W x D x H mm 450 x 522 x 1647
Weight of empty cabinet kg 265
Maximum load kg 600
Distributed load kg/m² 894

Transport base
Entry width transport base mm 526
Entry height transport base mm 90

The total power is only valid for Germany. It may di�er for other countries. 
The fuse protection has to be carried out on site.
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ION-STORE-90 120 cm BATTERY STORE PRO

BATTERY STORE PRO storage cabinet 
ION-STORE-90 model IO90.195.120.K2.WDC
Body colour anthracite grey (RAL 7016) with wing doors in gentian blue 
(RAL 5010), interior equipment with 5 x perforated shelves (sheet steel 
powder-coated), 1 x bottom collecting sump (sheet steel powder-coated)
Order no. 38055-047-37265 6

price upon request

Model Information / equipment W x D x H (mm) Order no.
IO90.195.120.K2.WDC without interior equipment, including warning/fire suppression system 1193 x 615 x 1953 38055

Body colour Door colour Order no.
Anthracite grey RAL 7016 gentian blue RAL 5010 047

Interior equipment package  
(can only be ordered in combination with cabinet) Material Order no.

3x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37258
4x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37264
5x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37265
6x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37266

Interior equipment Order no.
Module for remote signalling Alarm transmission to a mobile of your choice available soon

DIN EN 1363-1

Safe passive storage of lithium-ion batteries with integrated 3-stage 
warning and fire suppression system

Function / construction: 

• Robust construction and longevity: 
triple hinged door, safety elements 
assembled outside the storage compar-
tement for increased protection against 
corrosion, scratch- and impact-resistant 
surface, easy to clean

• Easy and comfortable handling 
smooth doors with permanent 
self-closing feature using oil-dampened 
door closer; open doors with a 
minimum of force

• No unauthorised use: doors lockable 
with cylinder lock (locking system 
compatible) and locking state indicator 
(red/green)

• Easy transport: integrated transport 
base for internal transportation

• Easy alignment: adjusting aids to 
compensate for uneven floor

• Safe storage: installed 3-stage warning 
and fire suppression system including 
smoke detector, temperature sensor, 
visual and acoustic alarms and fire 
suppression unit; triggers automati-
cally in case of a fire; plug-in ready for 
connection to the mains network. 

• All-around protection: 90 minute 
fire protection from outside to inside 
(type 90 / type tested in accordance 
with EN 14470-1) and for more than 
90 minutes fire resistance for fires from 
inside to outside  

Available equipment:
• Height-adjustable perforated shelves 

with load capacity of 75 kg
• Bottom collecting sump

Bottom collecting sump 
The bottom collecting sump is used to catch any leakage 
which may occur from burning batteries.

BATTERY STORE PRO storage cabinet

Warning/fire suppression system
High-quality 3-stage warning/fire suppression system 
inside the cabinet triggers automatically in case of a fire.

EXPERT TIP
Fire and risk minimisation 
Lithium-ion batteries with obvious damage 
should generally not be stored inside 
buildings.
Dispose of them promptly in appropriate 
disposal containers suitable for 
transportation, outside of buildings.

!

Ready for dispatch within
Days Weeks
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6151193

1120

19
53

90

Front view Side view Selectional view

Perforated shelf

Smoke detector

Fire suppression unit

Bottom collecting sump

BATTERY STORE PRO 120 cm ION-STORE-90

Technical specifications IO90.195.120.K2.WDC

External dimensions W x D x H mm 1193 x 615 x 1953
Internal dimensions W x D x H mm 1050 x 522 x 1647
Weight of empty cabinet kg 424
Maximum load kg 600
Distributed load kg/m² 531

Transport base
Entry width transport base mm 1120
Entry height transport base mm 90
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ION-STORE-90 060/120 cm BATTERY STORE

BATTERY STORE storage cabinet 
ION-STORE-90 model IO90.195.120.K1.WDC
Body colour anthracite grey (RAL 7016) with wing doors in gentian blue 
(RAL 5010), interior equipment with 3 x perforated shelves (sheet steel 
powder-coated), 1 x bottom collecting sump (sheet steel powder-coated)
Order no. 37254-047-37258 6

price upon request

Model Information / equipment W x D x H (mm) Order no.
IO90.195.120.K1.WDC without interior equipment 1193 x 615 x 1953 37254
IO90.195.060.K1.WDC without interior equipment, left hinged 599 x 615 x 1953 38067

Body colour Door colour Order no.
Anthracite grey RAL 7016 gentian blue RAL 5010 047

Interior equipment package  
(can only be ordered in combination with cabinet) Material Order no.

IO90.195.120.K1.WDC
3x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37258
4x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37264
5x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37265
6x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=33.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 37266

IO90.195.060.K1.WDC
3x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=22.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38086
4x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=22.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38087
5x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=22.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38088
6x perforated shelves, 1x bottom collecting sump (V=22.0L) sheet steel powder-coated RAL 7035 38089

DIN EN 1363-1

Safe passive storage of lithium-ion batteries 

Function / construction: 

• Robust construction and longevity: 
triple hinged door, safety elements 
assembled outside the storage compar-
tement for increased protection against 
corrosion, scratch- and impact-resistant 
surface, easy to clean

• Easy and comfortable handling 
smooth doors with permanent 
self-locking via oil-dampened door 
closer. Open doors with a minimum 
amount of force

• No unauthorised use: doors lockable 
with cylinder lock (locking system 
compatible) and locking state indicator 
(red/green)

• Easy transport: integrated transport 
base for internal transportation

• Easy alignment: adjusting aids to 
compensate for uneven floor

• All-around protection: 90 minute 
fire protection from outside to inside 
(type 90 / type tested in accordance 
with EN 14470-1) and for more than 
90 minutes fire resistance for fires from 
inside to outside  

Available equipment:
• Height-adjustable perforated shelves 

with load capacity of 75 kg
• Bottom collecting sump

EXPERT TIP
Fire and risk minimisation 
Lithium-ion batteries with obvious damage should generally not be 
stored inside buildings.
Dispose of them promptly in appropriate disposal containers suitable 
for transportation, outside of buildings.

Perforated shelves as storage / 
charging levels 
made of sheet steel powder-coated 
o¨er a high storage capacity and ensure 
optimal ventilation inside the cabinet.

!

Ready for dispatch within
Days Weeks
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Technical specifications IO90.195.060.K1.WDC

External dimensions W x D x H mm 599 x 615 x 1953
Internal dimensions W x D x H mm 450 x 522 x 1647
Weight of empty cabinet kg 265
Maximum load kg 600
Distributed load kg/m² 894

Transport base
Entry width transport base mm 526
Entry height transport base mm 90

Technical specifications IO90.195.120.K1.WDC

External dimensions W x D x H mm 1193 x 615 x 1953
Internal dimensions W x D x H mm 1050 x 522 x 1647
Weight of empty cabinet kg 424
Maximum load kg 600
Distributed load kg/m² 531

Transport base
Entry width transport base mm 1120
Entry height transport base mm 90

BATTERY STORE 060/120 cm ION-STORE-90

6151193
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53
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Front view Side view Selectional view

Perforated shelf

Bottom collecting sump
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asecos GmbH

Safety and Environmental Protection
Weiherfeldsiedlung 16-18
DE-63584 Gründau

    +49 6051 92200
    +49 6051 922010
     info@asecos.com

asecos Ltd.

Safety and Environmental Protection
c/o Burton Accountancy Services
16 Eastgate Business Centre
Eastern Avenue
Burton on Trent, Sta�ordshire
GB-DE13 0AT

    +44 7880 435436
    +49 6051 922010
     info@asecos.co.uk

asecos S.L.

Seguridad y Protección del
Medio Ambiente
CIM Vallès, C/ Calderí S/N
Oficinas 75 a 77 
ES-08130 - Santa Perpètua de Mogoda
Barcelona

    +34 902 300385
    +34 902 300395
     info@asecos.es

asecos Sarl

Sécurité et protection de l’environnement
1, rue Pierre Simon de Laplace
FR-57070 Metz

    +33 387786280
    +33 387784319
     info@asecos.fr

asecos bv

Veiligheid en milieubescherming
Tuinderij 15
NL-2451 GG Leimuiden

    +31 172506476
    +31 172506541
     info@asecos.nl

asecos

Safety and Environmental Protection Inc.
19109 West Catawba Avenue, Suite 200
Cornelius, NC 28031
USA

    +1 704 8973820
    +49 6051 922010
     info@asecos.com

asecos Schweiz AG

Sicherheit und Umweltschutz
Gewerbe Brunnmatt 5
CH-6264 Pfa�nau 

    +41 62535 5498
    +41 62535 7378
     info@asecos.ch




